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The year is 2056. The world is still recovering from the pandemic of 2027 caused by a meteor borne virus that wiped out
half the population. Cloning has been legalized in a desperate attempt to save humanity. Dodge Kerrington, a renowned
Electronics Engineer leads his team at Embedded Systems Specialist. They must design and perfect memory transfer for
the Human Cloning Process. ESS prevails by creating the first successful system that records IHE (individual human
experience) as a LifeFile that uploads into the brain of a newly grown clone. ESS launches the system and human
immortality is born. Disease Treatment Centers are bankrupt. Hospitals and Clinics convert to LifeCenters, all in the
business of providing Restoration services. Funerals are nearly unheard of, only hardcore religious hold outs choose
natural death over Restoration. Enter the world of High Tech Industrial Espionage with Dodge Kerrington and his best
friend and security expert John Calhoun as they fight for their very lives against criminal master mind Cyrus Slade and
his partner, a world renowned hacker known only as “Glitch” who desperately desire to obtain the new technology and
the incredible power that comes with it. It’s an all out battle for control of Restoration and the minds of those that created
it. In a high tech game of murder, hacking, and unbridled greed, the future of humanity hangs in the balance. Show more
Show less
Britain is under attack, and winning at Dorking is the only way the empire can be saved It is the late nineteenth century,
and a country much like Germany is on the move in Europe. It has already beaten its rivals on the continent and
mobilized to the Netherlands, provoking the fear of British citizens. Then the nation strikes. Its powerful weapons destroy
the Royal Navy, and invasion cannot be far behind. Written as a hypothetical exercise to raise awareness among
average British citizens about the potential danger that a resurgent Germany could pose, The Battle of Dorking earned its
place in literary history as the forerunner to the invasion-novel genre, predating The War of the Worlds by almost twenty
years. The novel’s drama, which culminates in a fight that will change the course of history forever, thrilled audiences
when it was originally released as a serial, and it maintains its power today. This ebook has been professionally
proofread to ensure accuracy and readability on all devices.
From America’s preeminent military historian, Stephen E. Ambrose, comes the definitive telling of the war in Europe,
from D-Day, June 6, 1944, to the end, eleven months later, on May 7, 1945. This authoritative narrative account is drawn
by the author himself from his five acclaimed books about that conflict, most particularly from the definitive and
comprehensive D-Day and Citizen Soldiers, about which the great Civil War historian James McPherson wrote, “If there
is a better book about the experience of GIs who fought in Europe during World War II, I have not read it. Citizen Soldiers
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captures the fear and exhilaration of combat, the hunger and cold and filth of the foxholes, the small intense world of the
individual rifleman as well as the big picture of the European theater in a manner that grips the reader and will not let him
go. No one who has not been there can understand what combat is like but Stephen Ambrose brings us closer to an
understanding than any other historian has done.” The Victors also includes stories of individual battles, raids, acts of
courage and suffering from Pegasus Bridge, an account of the first engagement of D-Day, when a detachment of British
airborne troops stormed the German defense forces and paved the way for the Allied invasion; and from Band of
Brothers, an account of an American rifle company from the 506th Parachute Infantry Regiment who fought, died, and
conquered, from Utah Beach through the Bulge and on to Hitter's Eagle’s Nest in Germany. Stephen Ambrose is also
the author of Eisenhower, the greatest work on Dwight Eisenhower, and one of the editors of the Supreme Allied
Commander's papers. He describes the momentous decisions about how and where the war was fought, and about the
strategies and conduct of the generals and officers who led the invasion and the bloody drive across Europe to Berlin.
But, as always with Stephen E. Ambrose, it is the ranks, the ordinary boys and men, who command his attention and his
awe. The Victors tells their stories, how citizens became soldiers in the best army in the world. Ambrose draws on
thousands of interviews and oral histories from government and private archives, from the high command—Eisenhower,
Bradley, Patton—on down through officers and enlisted men, to re-create the last year of the Second World War when the
Allied soldiers pushed the Germans out of France, chased them across Germany, and destroyed the Nazi regime.
Throughout the centuries that have passed since humans first ventured into interstellar space, they have been at war
with the alien Veich. The human race has, in consequence, been fully militarized, its educational system being a form of
military training--which includes, among other disciplines, the elimination of fear from the human psyche. Attitudes to the
war have, however, been colored by the gradual discovery of relics revealing that it is echoing an earlier interstellar
conflict whose antagonists have completely disappeared, victors and vanquished alike. On a neglected continent of an
unimportant world, ex-sergeant Remy and other human and Veich deserters have joined forces to form a mercenary
company that places its expert skills at the disposal of the dominant indigenes. This refuge from the greater war is,
however, disrupted when archeologists on another world discover evidence that there might be significant relics of the
earlier war buried in the inhospitable heart of the continent, where barbarian tribes are currently massing for a religious
war. Remy has no alternative but to revert to working for his own race, knowing that whatever he enables them to find, or
even if they find nothing at all, his own life will be in grave peril, and that nothing will ever be the same again.... Great
military SF! Also published as Optiman.
In this epic sci-fi adventure for fans of The Expanse and Battlestar Galactica, five intrepid heroes must unite to save
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civilization after a long-dormant enemy awakens and strikes a devastating blow “This jarring, engrossing story of a
species-wide fight for survival is recommended for all science fiction readers.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review) The
galaxy was once terrorized by the Sturm, a group of “species purists” intent on destroying any human with genetic or
cybernetic enhancements. Fashioning themselves as the one true “Human Republic,” the Sturm cut a bloody swath
across the stars, killing billions before finally being defeated and driven into the far reaches of Dark Space. Centuries of
peace bred complacency. Everyone believed the Sturm had died out in the Dark. They were wrong. The enemy has
returned and, with a brutal and decisive attack, knocks out almost all of humanity’s defenses. Now on the brink of
annihilation, humankind’s only hope is a few brave souls who survived the initial attack: Commander Lucinda Hardy,
thrust into uncertain command of the Royal Armadalen Navy’s only surviving warship. Booker3, a soldier of Earth,
sentenced to die for treason, whose time on death row is cut short when the Sturm attack his prison compound. Princess
Alessia, a young royal of the Montanblanc Corporation, forced to flee when her home planet is overrun and her entire
family executed. Sephina L’trel, the leader of an outlaw band who must call on all of her criminal skills to resist the
invasion. And, finally, Admiral Frazer McLennan, the infamous hero of the first war with the Sturm hundreds of years ago,
who hopes to rout his old foes once and for all—or die trying. These five flawed, reluctant heroes must band together to
prevail against a relentless enemy and near-impossible odds. For if they fail, the future itself is doomed. “Frenetic action
viewed in a black fun-house mirror.”—Kirkus Reviews
“Extraordinary.… A feast of history, an expert tour through thousands of years of war and conquest.” —Jennifer Carson,
New York Times Book Review In this far-reaching foray into the millennia-long relationship between science and military
power, acclaimed astrophysicist Neil deGrasse Tyson and co-author Avis Lang examine how the methods and tools of
astrophysics have been enlisted in the service of war. Spanning early celestial navigation to satellite-enabled warfare,
Accessory to War is a richly researched and provocative examination of the intersection of science, technology, industry,
and power that will introduce Tyson’s millions of fans to yet another dimension of how the universe has shaped our lives
and our world.
His forces bloodied from recent defeats, deposed Prince Victor Steiner-Davion forms a daring plan to cut the offensive off
at its core...
Set in a chillingly realistic far-future world, and featuring a gritty antihero even more frightening than the evil empire he serves as
soldier and assassin, Death’s Head is sure to be one of the most talked-about novels of the year. David Gunn is loaded—and he
shoots to kill. At the top of the galactic pecking order is the United Free, a civilization of awe-inspiring technological prowess so far
in advance of other space-faring powers as to seem untouchable gods. Most of the known universe has fallen under their
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inscrutable sway. The rest is squabbled over by two empires: one ruled with an iron fist by OctoV, a tyrant who appears to his
followers as a teenage boy but is in reality something very different, the other administered by the Uplifted, bizarre machinelike
intelligences, and their no-longer-quite-human servants, cyborgs known as the Enlightened. Sven Tveskoeg, an ex-sergeant
demoted for insubordination and sentenced to death, is a vicious killer with a stubborn streak of loyalty. Sven possesses a fierce if
untutored intelligence and a genetic makeup that is 98.2 percent human and 1.8 percent . . . something else. Perhaps that
“something else” explains how quickly he heals from even the worst injuries or how he can communicate telepathically with the
ferox, fearsome alien savages whose natural fighting abilities regularly outperform the advanced technology of their human
enemies. Perhaps it is these unique abilities that bring Sven to the attention of OctoV. Drafted into the Death’s Head, the elite
enforcers of OctoV’s imperial will, Sven is given a new lease on life. Armed with a SIG diabolo–an intelligent gun–and an illegal
symbiont called a kyp, Sven is sent to a faraway planet, the latest battleground between the Uplifted and OctoV. There he finds
himself in the midst of a military disaster, one that will take all his courage—and all his firepower—to survive. But an even deadlier
struggle is taking place, a struggle that will draw the attention of the United Free. Sven knows he is a pawn, and pawns have a bad
habit of being sacrificed. But Sven is nobody’s sacrifice. And even a pawn can checkmate a king. Praise for Death's Head “The
finest military science-fiction debut in years.”—Kirkus Reviews “Hardboiled, laser-blasting science fiction as it’s meant to
be.”—Charlie Huston, author of Caught Stealing and Already Dead
"One of the most ingenious parallel world stories ever written." — Richard A. Lupoff What if Robert E. Lee won the Battle of
Gettysburg and his army went on to capture Philadelphia? What if the United States government was forced to recognize
Confederate independence? In this acclaimed work of alternative history, the wealthy and prosperous Confederacy is a
superpower, locked into a bitter struggle with its European rival, the German Union. The United States, conversely, is utterly
destitute, a sinkhole of lawlessness and corruption. Technology, too, has taken a different turn, as the twentieth-century world
travels by stagecoach, communicates by telegraph, and reads by gaslight. But when a young inventor who's experimenting with
time travel encounters an amateur historian, the stage is set for a return to a critical point in American history.
"Everyone secretly wants to be a slave. Those who deny it simply haven't found the right master." With those words, Tamara finds
herself plunged into a dark and treacherous world where she must question everything she thought she knew in order to restore
her faith in humanity. Determined to rescue her sister from brutal slavery, she must decide carefully whom she can trust, because
everyone has their own agenda—and not every slave wants to be free.
This volume identifies and evaluates the relationship between outer-space geography and geographic position (astrogeography),
and the evolution of current and future military space strategy. In doing so, it explores five primary propositions.
It's finally time to end the danger. Time to take the war to the aliens. But is it a trap? Captain Anderson Cross and Commander
Kate Flynn scored a win. But now it's time to secure that victory. Naturally, the enemy has a different idea. Cross and Kate know
they will be separated again. They know their dreams are on hold until they can find a solution to the aliens' holy war. Civilians are
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in danger and the human forces must make a choice. Do they defend their people, or do they strike at the homeworld of the alien
force? Either way, the risks are immense. Life or Death hangs in the balance. For Cross and Kate. For their crews. And for all
humanity. Get it now. If you loved Old Man's War and the Honor Harrington series, you'll love Victors, the fifth novel in The Chaos
Shift Cycle, a five-book science fiction series in the military sci-fi tradition of David Weber, John Scalzi, and Robert Heinlein.
Blistering action, intrigue, and suspense fill the pages of this fast-paced science fiction adventure. Perfect for fans of Star Wars,
Star Trek, Firefly, and Battlestar Galactica. Buy Victors today to join in the endgame!
The impossible has spawned the unthinkable. In 2021, a quantum military experiment goes horrifically wrong. A multinational
taskforce of ultra-modern warships is suddenly transported back in time to 1942 right into the path of the US naval battle group
bound for Midway Atoll. History is rewritten in an instant as the future smashes into the past, and high-tech hardware goes head to
head with World War Two technology. In the chaos that ensues, thousands are killed, but the maelstrom has only just begun. The
veterans of Pearl Harbour have never seen a helicopter, or a cruise missile - let alone nanotechnology, ceramic bullets, and F22
Raptor stealth jetfighters. Allied and Axis forces are then caught in a desperate struggle to gain the upper hand - each hoping to tip
the balance with a fist full of twenty first century firepower. What happens next is anybody's guess and everybody's nightmare
"A new series that promises to be just as engrossing [as Frontlines]...the action just as exciting, the science just as solid, the
tension just as high. I gulped down the first book in a day, and I am already eager for the next one." --George R. R. Martin Across
the six-planet expanse of the Gaia system, the Earthlike Gretia struggles to stabilize in the wake of an interplanetary war. Amid an
uneasy alliance to maintain economies, resources, and populations, Aden Robertson reemerges. After devoting twelve years of
his life to the reviled losing side, with the blood of half a million casualties on his hands, Aden is looking for a way to move on. He's
not the only one. A naval officer has borne witness to inconceivable attacks on a salvaged fleet. A sergeant with the occupation
forces is treading increasingly hostile ground. And a young woman, thrust into responsibility as vice president of her family's raw
materials empire, faces a threat she never anticipated. Now, on the cusp of an explosive and wide-reaching insurrection, Aden
plunges once again into the brutal life he longed to forget. He's been on the wrong side of war before. But this time, the new
enemy has yet to reveal themselves...or their dangerous endgame.
Essays on the writers and works of Canadian fantasy and science-fiction that have made this genre an important component of
Canadian literature, one that must be considered by Canadian literary scholars. Documents the rapid development of Canadian
fantasy and science-fiction from the early 1980s to the beginning of the twenty-first century.
Selected by Choice as an Outstanding Academic Book of the Year. This innovative cultural critique offers valuable insights into
science fiction, thus enlarging our understanding of critical theory.
This is the first book-length study of the relationship between science fiction, the techno-scientific policies of independent India,
and the global non-aligned movement that emerged as a response to the Cold War and decolonization. Today, we see the trend of
science fiction writers being used by governments as advisors on techno-scientific policies and defence industries. But such
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relationships between literature, policy and geo-politics have a long and complex history. Glimpses of this history can be seen in
the case of the first generation of post-colonial Indian science fiction writers, the policies of scientific and technological
development in independent India, and the political strategy of non-alignment advocated by India's first prime minister, Jawaharlal
Nehru, who proposed that Third World nations should maintain an equal distance between Washington and Moscow. Such a
perspective reveals the surprisingly long and relatively unknown life of Indian science fiction, as well as the critical role played by
the genre in imagining alternative pathways for scientific and geo-political developments to those that dominate our lives now.
This book examines the latest thinking regarding Russia’s present position and its anticipated future by leading Russian
philosophers, political scientists, economists, and cultural figures, to whom the author refers as “visionaries.” These thinkers
position Russia as a global protector of fairness and a safeguard against any single nation’s world hegemony. Despite Russians’
abiding tendency to underestimate and undervalue their achievements, they are increasingly coming to realize that Russia’s
historical record is, on the whole, outstanding. The book’s 17 chapters, including many original translations of spoken discussions,
argue that Russia has all the prerequisites for, and is, in fact, already well on the way toward, becoming a global Noah’s Ark of
Western civilization.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • The intimate true story of three of the greatest American generals of World War II, and how their
intense blend of comradery and competition spurred Allied forces to victory. “One of the great stories of the American
military.”—Thomas E. Ricks, Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The Generals Dwight Eisenhower, George Patton and Omar Bradley
shared bonds going back decades. All three were West Pointers who pursued their army careers with a remarkable zeal, even as
their paths diverged. Bradley was a standout infantry instructor, while Eisenhower displayed an unusual ability for organization and
diplomacy. Patton, who had chased Pancho Villa in Mexico and led troops in the First World War, seemed destined for high
command and outranked his two friends for years. But with the arrival of World War II, it was Eisenhower who attained the role of
Supreme Commander, with Patton and Bradley as his subordinates. Jonathan W. Jordan’s New York Times bestselling Brothers
Rivals Victors explores this friendship that waxed and waned over three decades and two world wars, a union complicated by
rank, ambition, jealousy, backbiting and the enormous stresses of command. In a story that unfolds across the deserts of North
Africa to the beaches of Sicily, from D-Day to the Battle of the Bulge and beyond, readers are offered revealing new portraits of
these iconic generals.
Understand Video Games as Works of Science Fiction and Interactive Stories Science Fiction Video Games focuses on games
that are part of the science fiction genre, rather than set in magical milieux or exaggerated versions of our own world. Unlike many
existing books and websites that cover some of the same material, this book emphasizes critical analysis, especially the analysis
of narrative. The author analyzes narrative via an original categorization of story forms in games. He also discusses video games
as works of science fiction, including their characteristic themes and the links between them and other forms of science fiction.
Delve into a Collection of Science Fiction Games The beginning chapters explore game design and the history of science-fictional
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video games. The majority of the text deals with individual science-fictional games and the histories and natures of their various
forms, such as the puzzle-based adventure and the more exploratory and immediate computer role-playing game (RPG).
Welcome to The 11th Science Fiction MEGAPACK®! We hope you will enjoy the stories we have selected for you this time.
There's a greater emphasis than usual on Golden Age writers (just the way it came together) -- but we have one original story as
well, a posthumous collaboration with H.B. Fyfe, finishing a really terrific but not-quite-done tale he had been working on before his
death. It's a bit reminiscent of James Tiptree, Jr.'s best work -- but predates Tiptree by a couple of decades. And we have novels
by Robert Silverberg, Frederik Pohl & C.M. Kornbluth, Murray Leinster, E. Everett Evans, and Donald Wollheim...not to mention
part 2 of our serialization of Tony Rothman's mammoth 2013 novel, Firebird. And a ton of great short stories. 36 works in all, more
than 1900 pages of great reading! ANGELS IN THE JETS, by Jerome Bixby A CODE FOR SAM, by Lester del Rey STAR SHIP,
by Poul Anderson THE WELL-OILED MACHINE, by H.B. Fyfe JACK OF NO TRADES, by Evelyn E. Smith THE GRAVITY
BUSINESS, by James E. Gunn DOOMSDAY EVE, by Robert Moore Williams MASTER OF LIFE AND DEATH, by Robert
Silverberg FALCONS OF NARABEDLA, by Marion Zimmer Bradley NEW LAMPS, by Robert Moore Williams THE PIRATES OF
ZAN, by Murray Leinster OUT OF THE IRON WOMB!, by Poul Anderson LATER THAN YOU THINK, by Fritz Leiber THE PLANET
MAPPERS, by E. Everett Evans AFTERGLOW, by H.B. Fyfe and John Gregory Betancourt SHIPPING CLERK, by William
Morrison CONTAGION, by Katherine MacLean THE LIGHT ON PRECIPICE PEAK, by Stephen Tall THE LUCKIEST MAN IN
DENV, by Simon Eisner ON THE FOURTH PLANET, by J.F. Bone BIMMIE SAYS, by Sydney Van Scyoc SWEET TOOTH, by
Robert F. Young SEARCH THE SKY, by Frederik Pohl and C. M. Kornbluth STAR, BRIGHT, by Mark Clifton HOT PLANET, by
Hal Clement TWO WEEKS IN AUGUST, by Frank M. Robinson THE ALIEN, by Raymond F. Jones BODYGUARD, by Christopher
Grimm JAYWALKER, by Ross Rocklynne SECOND CHILDHOOD, by Clifford D. Simak OF ALL POSSIBLE WORLDS, by William
Tenn POLLONY UNDIVERTED, by Sydney Van Scyoc DELAY IN TRANSIT, by F. L. Wallace A GIFT FROM EARTH, by Manly
Banister ONE AGAINST THE MOON, by Donald A. Wollheim Special Feature: FIREBIRD, by Tony Rothman [Part 2 of 3] If you
enjoy this volume of classic stories, don't forget to search your favorite ebook store for "Wildside Press Megapack" to see the 270+
other entries in this series, including science fiction, fantasy, mysteries, adventure, horror, westerns -- and much, much more!
One hundred years before Ender's Game, the aliens arrived on Earth with fire and death. This is the story of the First Formic War.
Victor Delgado beat the alien ship to Earth, but just barely. Not soon enough to convince skeptical governments that there was a
threat. They didn't believe that until space stations and ships and colonies went up in sudden flame. And when that happened, only
Mazer Rackham and the Mobile Operations Police could move fast enough to meet the threat. Fans of Ender's Game will thrill to
Orson Scott Card and Aaron Johnston's Earth Afire. THE ENDER UNIVERSE Ender series Ender’s Game / Speaker for the Dead
/ Xenocide / Children of the Mind / Ender in Exile / Children of the Fleet Ender’s Shadow series Ender’s Shadow / Shadow of the
Hegemon / Shadow Puppets / Shadow of the Giant / Shadows in Flight The First Formic War (with Aaron Johnston) Earth
Unaware / Earth Afire / Earth Awakens The Second Formic War (with Aaron Johnston) The Swarm / The Hive Ender novellas A
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War of Gifts / First Meetings At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
Genetically engineered aliens. Hostile encounters. Just another day for the Earth Space Service Marine. A military sci-fi adventure
from bestselling author James David Victor Sergeant Andrea “Andy” Dolan and her squad of Space Marines are trained to protect
the ESS Alliance against all threats. When hostile aliens invade, they are the last line of defense. As conflicts intensify and
unexplained abilities manifest in Andy, it becomes clear something big is on the horizon. Their only hope is the Space Marine who
doesn’t even know who, exactly, she is. Earth Space Service is the beginning of the ESS Space Marines series. If you like fast
paced space adventures with engaging, and quirky, characters, you will love Andy and the ESS Space Marines. Download Earth
Space Service and get started on your next space adventure today!
The Korean War has been termed "The Forgotten War" or the "Unknown War." It is a conflict which never assumed the mythic
character of the American Civil War or World War II. However, this book asserts, it would be impossible to understand the Cold
War and indeed post 1945 global history without knowledge of the Korean War. Providing a history of the Korean peninsula before
the war and including a detailed analysis of the fighting itself, The Korean War goes beyond the battlefield to deal with the war in
the air, ground attack, and air evacuation. The study also evaluates the contributions of the UN naval forces, the impact of the war
on various homefronts and issues such as defectors, opposition to the war, racial segregation and integration, POWs and the
media. Recently-released Soviet documents are used to assess the role of China, the Soviet Union, North and South Korea and
the allied forces in the conflict. This fascinating work offers a unique analysis of the Korean War and will be invaluable to students
of twentieth-century history, particularly those concerned with American and Pacific history.
They had fought long and hard, and damn near won in spite of everything. But now the men who hired them are going to sell them
to the enemy...and so begins a novel of adventure in which a band of Star Mecenaries is driven across the face of a planet by
enemies bent on their distruction. With only the guns in their hands, this tiny band must battle ships, artillery, treachery, and the
most powerful tank in the universe. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
"I gulped down Ballistic in one long read, staying awake half the night, and now I want the next one!" --George R. R. Martin There
is a personal price to pay for having aligned with the wrong side in a reckless war. For Aden Jansen it's the need to adopt a new
identity while keeping his past hidden. Now he's integrated himself aboard the Zephyr, a merchant ship smuggling critical goods
through dangerous space. But danger is imminent on planet Gretia, as well. Under occupation, torn between postwar reformers
and loyalists, it's a polestar for civil unrest. Meanwhile an occupation forces officer is pulled right back into the fray when the battle
alarm is raised, an ambitious heiress is entangled in a subversive political conspiracy, and an Allied captain is about to meet the
enemy head-on. As Aden discovers, the insurgents on Gretia--and in space--are connected, organized, and ready to break into fullscale rebellion. History is threatening to repeat itself. It's time that Aden rediscovers who he is, whom he can trust, and what he
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must fight for now.
This is the first substantial commentary on Lucian's fantastic journey narrative, the True Histories - the earliest surviving example
of science fiction in the Western tradition. The Introduction situates the text in Lucian's oeuvre and offers a guide to its
interpretation as allegory and parody.
Two genderqueer lesbians and a tranny have a rebellious daughter who does the unthinkable and decides to marry a Christian. If
I'm being totally honest, a part of me was looking forward to introducing my straight-edge Christian fiance to my stodgy, oldfashioned, gender non-binary parents at family dinner. Specifically, the rebellious part. But that does not mean that I started dating
him just to be a rebel. All right, all right, maybe that was at least part of the reason. I knew how much it would piss them off if they
knew that we were dating. But that was not why we got engaged, or why I became a Christian myself. Try telling that to my
parents, though. As our car drove up and the moment of truth arrived, I began to regret not telling them sooner. This was sure to
be a family dinner that none of us would ever forget.
The terrifying world of interplanetary war is brought to life in this slick tale of technology and human conflict. Two worlds, and a man and a
woman in eternal opposition, must come together to defeat a deadly new foe--or lose both worlds.
Writing Historical Fiction: A Writers' & Artists' Companion is an invaluable companion for a writer working in this challenging and popular
literary genre, whether your period is Ancient Rome or World War II. PART 1 includes reflections on the genre and provides a short history of
historical fiction. PART 2 contains guest contributions from Margaret Atwood, Ian Beck, Madison Smartt Bell, Ronan Bennett, Vanora
Bennett, Tracy Chevalier, Lindsay Clarke, Elizabeth Cook, Anne Doughty, Sarah Dunant, Michel Faber, Margaret George, Philippa Gregory,
Katharine McMahon, Valerio Massimo Manfredi, Hilary Mantel, Alan Massie, Ian Mortimer, Kate Mosse, Charles Palliser, Orhan Pamuk,
Edward Rutherfurd, Manda Scott, Adam Thorpe, Stella Tillyard, Rose Tremain, Alison Weir and Louisa Young. PART 3 offers practical
exercises and advice on such topics as research, plots and characters, mastering authentic but accessible dialogue and navigating the world
of agents and publishers.
In War Stories: New Military Science Fiction, editors Andrew Liptak and Jaym Gates collects short stories by science fiction and fantasy
authors dealing with the effects of war prior, during, and after battle to soldiers and their families. War is everywhere. Not only among the
firefights, in the sweat dripping from heavy armor and the clenching grip on your weapon, but also wedging itself deep into families, infiltrating
our love letters, hovering in the air above our heads. It's in our dreams and our text messages. At times it roars with adrenaline, while at
others it slips in silently so it can sit beside you until you forget it's there. Join Joe Haldeman, Linda Nagata, Karin Lowachee, Ken Liu, Jay
Posey, and more as they take you on a tour of the battlefields, from those hurtling through space in spaceships and winding along trails deep
in the jungle with bullets whizzing overhead, to the ones hiding behind calm smiles, waiting patiently to reveal itself in those quiet moments
when we feel safest. War Stories brings us 23 stories of the impacts of war, showcasing the systems, combat, armor, and aftermath without
condemnation or glorification. Instead, War Stories reveals the truth. War is what we are. Table of Contents: Foreword -- Gregory Drobny
Graves -- Joe Haldeman Part 1: Wartime Systems In the Loop -- Ken Liu Ghost Girl -- Rich Larson The Radio -- Susan Jane Bigelow
Contractual Obligation -- James L. Cambias The Wasp Keepers -- Mark Jacobsen Non-Standard Deviation -- Richard Dansky Part 2: Combat
All You Need -- Mike Sizemore The Valkyrie -- Maurice Broaddus One Million Lira -- Thoraiya Dyer Invincible -- Jay Posey Light and Shadow
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-- Linda Nagata Part 3: Armored Force Warhosts -- Yoon Ha Lee Suits -- James Sutter Mission. Suit. Self. -- Jake Kerr In Loco -- Carlos Orsi
Part 4: Aftermath War Dog -- Mike Barretta Coming Home -- Janine Spendlove Where We Would End a War -- F. Brett Cox Black Butterfly -T.C. McCarthy Always the Stars and the Void Between -- Nerine Dorman Enemy States -- Karin Lowachee War 3.01 -- Keith Brooke Cover
art by Galen Dara.
A cornerstone of early science fiction and a haunting image of world war Following the development of massive airships, naïve Londoner Bert
Smallways becomes accidentally involved in a German plot to invade America by air and reduce New York to rubble. But although bombers
devastate the city, they cannot overwhelm the country, and their attack leads not to victory but to the beginning of a new and horrific age for
humanity. And so dawns the era of Total War, in which brutal aerial bombardments reduce the great cultures of the twentieth century to
nothing. As civilization collapses around the Englishman, now stranded in a ruined America, he clings to only one hope - that he might return
to London, and marry the woman he loves. For more than seventy years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the
English-speaking world. With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and
across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished
scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date translations by award-winning translators.
The political theorist and author of After Progress examines the future of U.S. dominance on the world stage in this persuasive and
provocative book. The decline and fall of America's global empire is the central feature of today's geopolitical landscape. How we respond to
this reality will determine much of our future trajectory, with implications that reach far beyond the limits of one nation's borders. In Decline
and Fall, John Michael Greer examines the path we’re on and presents a persuasive challenge to the conventional wisdom of empire. Rather
than asking if today's American empire should survive, Greer asks whether it can—and goes on to demonstrate that the answer is "no.” After
exploring the inevitable consequences of imperial collapse, Decline and Fall proposes a renewal of democratic institutions as the only
constructive way forward.
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